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1 Executive Summary

Four applications critical to homeland security
were identified:

The role that emerging distributed
cyberinfrastructure might play in homeland security
was explored in a workshop sponsored by the
National Science Foundation (NSF). The California
Institute for Telecommunications and Information
Technology (Calit2) and the University of California,
San Diego, Jacobs School of Engineering hosted a
group of 60 computer scientists, engineers, social
scientists, and members of the emergency response
communities February 25-27, 2003, in La Jolla, CA, to
discuss the future applications of cyberinfrastructure
to homeland security and the most productive
research and development environments in which to
cultivate that potential.

1. Ubiquitous Vision and Sensing
2. Syndromic Surveillance
3. Information Integration,
Sharing, and Visualization
4. Enabling the Ecology
of Virtual Organizations
Seven recommendations were developed to
help ensure that these potential applications of
cyberinfrastructure could become a reality. The first
set of recommendations focuses on five technical
directions and approaches viewed as critical to the
development of cyberinfrastructure and its use in
support of homeland security.

In plenary sessions, panel discussions, and
breakout sessions, participants explored the needs
of the emergency response community and the
potential contributions cyberinfrastructure could
make toward meeting those needs. Participants
recognized that the impediments to implementation
of cyberinfrastructure to support crisis management
are not only technical, but also sociological in terms
of bringing together two communities that have
different organizational cultures and incentives for
pursuing their work. To bridge this gap, participants
proposed means by which the two communities
could come together to develop effective, usable
technologies likely to be adopted by the responder
community.

Recommendation 1
[Facilitate in-situ Cyberinfrastructure Research]
NSF should facilitate systematic, Grid based, insitu research on cyberinfrastructure as an entity in
itself. This research should emphasize experimental
development of Grid-based, open systems and
ensure the collection, archiving, and sharing of data
at various levels of abstractions ranging from packet
flows to productivity enhancements.
Recommendation 2
[Promote Federation of Heterogeneous Networks]
NSF should promote experimental and theoretical
research to support dynamic interoperability of
highly diverse networks that federate special and
general-purpose networks and help develop new
societal-scale services over this richly connected
networking fabric.

Participants at the workshop viewed
cyberinfrastructure as a layer between fundamental
components and applications, a layer that empowers
the federation of distributed resources, such as
people, expertise, computational tools and services,
data, sensors, etc., to create virtual organizations or
teams. Challenged by Dr. Peter Freeman’s opening
comments at the workshop to “focus not on building
the cyberinfrastructure, but on applying it,” the
participants discussed how cyberinfrastructure
might be used to support the unique needs of
homeland security.

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security

Recommendation 3
[Develop Sensor Network Infrastructure]
NSF should support interdisciplinary research
for the development of low-cost, lightweight,
low-power, rechargeable, remotely recalibratable,
mobile, and field-deployable sensor networks.
Special emphasis should be placed on developing
a modern sensor network software infrastructure
that can be upgraded incrementally and securely
4
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reprogrammed in complex and rapidly changing
environments.

The final recommendation focused on mechanisms
that might help with technology exchange and
transfer across the various agencies with interest in
homeland security.

Recommendation 4
[Encourage Data Sharing, Mining, and Analysis]

Recommendation 7
[Facilitate New Partnerships]

NSF should encourage development of fair use
rules and their implementation in support of
data sharing and data mining. Experimental
collaborative facilities to investigate data display
and provide algorithmic and architectural support
for cyberforensics should be supported.

NSF should play a lead role in facilitating new
partnerships among end users, technology
providers, and basic scientists, as well as agencies
concerned with national security and disaster
response to develop a consolidated scientific agenda
and a coordinated funding plan that can adequately
serve the emerging need.

Recommendation 5
[Enhance Understanding
of Socio-Technical Systems]
NSF should promote research to advance our
understanding of the couplings between various
distributed and decentralized socio-technical
systems that interact over the cyberinfrastructure.
The next set of recommendations focused on specific
approaches to bridging the chasm between the
researcher community and practitioners to ensure
that innovations are responsive to the emergent
needs of the latter.
Recommendation 6a
[Establish Living Labs]
NSF should help develop community-based living
labs to bridge the chasm between research and
operations. Social scientists should be strongly
encouraged, if not required, to be a part of the teams
that undertake research in homeland security.
Recommendation 6b
[Uncover Best Practices]
NSF should support a study or fund research to
uncover best practices of agencies concerned with
national security and disaster response to help
identify what practices can be transitioned readily to
state and local agencies and identify the gaps unique
to local and regional agencies.

Image from a Disaster Drill

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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2 Objectives and Organization

The goals of the workshop were to begin
understanding and developing the new technical,
social, and policy requirements for responding
to unexpected events and do so in a manner that
will make our society more resilient and secure.
To that end, the workshop addressed several
major issues, including:

NSF’s program of distributed cyberinfrastructure
is expected to accelerate to support large-scale
scientific and engineering shared facilities for
activities as diverse as astronomical observations
and environmental monitoring. NSF plans to
link the computer science community with other
scientific and engineering disciplines to build a
high-performance, networked system of distributed
computing, storage, visualization capabilities, and
sensors on an unprecedented scale to create a new
cyberinfrastructure with national, and ultimately
global, presence.

1. Assessing the state of the art in crisis
response, with particular attention to
recent disasters;
2. Setting an agenda for new research in
information technology, engineering,
and social science;
3. Establishing testbeds or other modalities
for investigation, development, integration,
and evaluation of new capabilities, and,

The purpose of this workshop was to explore
the role of distributed cyberinfrastructure in
emergency response to disasters caused by
nature and human beings.

4. Transferring new technology, policy, and
systems to the operational community.

It is easy to imagine scenarios in which unexpected
occurrences trigger cascading events whose
potential for death and damage can be mitigated
if relevant information can be sensed and acted
upon in a timely manner. Do the component
technologies necessary to support this level of
intervention exist today? What is missing? What
cannot be done today by the crisis management or
responder community that could be enabled by the
right cyberinfrastructure? These were some of the
questions the participants at this workshop set out to
answer.

NSF also sponsored a workshop titled “Identifying
the Needs and Opportunities for Integrated
Scientific Research in Risk Analysis and Decision
Making,” which was led by Howard Kunreuther.
Two dozen participants gathered in Arlington,
VA, July 17-18, 2002, for this workshop. The
participants addressed the following questions:
1. What are the obstacles to effective use
of existing research findings and tools?
2. How can these obstacles be overcome?
3. What are the crucial areas for future
research?

NSF has sponsored other workshops to bring
together the community of researchers and
technology users to develop a new agenda for
long-term research to support the various needs of
homeland security. Two recent workshops are of
particular interest.

It is worth reiterating that the purpose of this
workshop was focused on exploring the role of
distributed cyberinfrastructure in responding to
disasters, both natural and of human origin. To
this end, workshop organizers sought the ideas
and opinions of experts from computer science,
engineering, and social and behavioral sciences
along with those in crisis management and
homeland security. The group included researchers
who create, develop, and deploy new systems as
well as practitioners who use the technologies.
Industry, universities, and local, state, regional, and
national agencies were well represented.

NSF sponsored a workshop titled “Responding to
the Unexpected” at the Marriott Financial Center
Hotel in New York City, February 27- March 1,
2002. Participants at this workshop, which was led
by Yigal Arens, included researchers from relevant
academic disciplines and representatives of agencies
and organizations intimately involved in crisis
response, including veterans of the 9/11 effort.

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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Our goal was to engage this important
community early in the deliberations so
that their distinct needs could be incorporated
into the architecture of the distributed
cyberinfrastructure. The workshop organizers,
in consultation with representatives from NSF,
invited about 60 participants with expertise in the
following fields:

The workshop, hosted by Calit2 and the UCSD
Jacobs School of Engineering, convened in La
Jolla, CA, the evening of February 25, 2003, and
adjourned mid-day on February 27. Plenary
sessions and panel discussions were held on a
series of topics. The plenary speakers included
Larry Smarr, Yigal Arens, Joel Birnbaum, Peter
Freeman, Priscilla Nelson, and Frieder Seible. Five
panel sessions were organized on Mobile and Adhoc Infrastructure, Fixed Infrastructure, Security,
Data/Grid, and Collaboration and Decision Support.
Breakout working groups, which reported back to
the group as a whole at the end of the workshop,
were organized around the same thematic lines. A
wrap-up panel provided summary comments on
the working group reports and the workshop as
a whole. The workshop findings are presented in
Section 3 followed by recommendations in Section 4.

•

Crisis management on local, state,
and national levels

•

Design and deployment of sensor arrays
and networks

•

Network design and architecture

•

Grid computing

•

Establishment and management of large,
distributed data sources

•

Data mining

•

Systems analysis

A Hypothetical IT-Mediated Crisis Scenario

•

Models for collaboration among scientists
and engineers, and between technology
researchers and end-user practitioners

•

Information security

•

Ethical use of information

•

Management of technological enterprises

The Chargers are playing the Cardinals at QUALCOMM Stadium
on a warm Santa Ana Sunday evening to a sell-out crowd of
100,000, when the long dormant Rose Canyon fault fractures.
The fans in the stadium feel a strong movement but there is no
visible damage. Sensor arrays in the stadium have detected the
seismic activity, and camera feeds confirm that the structure is
sound. But the crowd turns restless when the stadium lights
flicker out.

•

Advancement of national information
infrastructure, such as the Internet

•

Management of government science
and technology initiatives

•

National and international science
and technology policy

A reverse 911 system is triggered, and prerecorded text and
voice safety messages are fused in real time with information about the earthquake and the health of the stadium and
delivered in a staggered manner to fans’ cell phones in the
language of their choice, regardless of their cellular service
provider. The quick delivery of relevant information averts a
panic. Fans are notified that they are safest where they are.
They are systematically polled to record their whereabouts,
and prompted to report unusual sights, sounds, or smells.
The community emergency system, which prioritizes text
messages and placement of reverse 911 polls to minimize
system overload, has asserted its priority access rights, and the
preplanned federation of diverse telecommunication systems
has taken place. The voice-enabled exchanges that flow over
this community system are rendered into text.
Business rules and access mechanisms governing the use of
this newly created data set are already in place, and the data
set gets registered on the cyberinfrastructure grid. Multiple
agencies are able to draw upon and contribute information to
this data set to build situational awareness and manage the
crisis in an orderly manner.

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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3 Findings
3.1

The NSF Blue Ribbon Advisory Panel on
Cyberinfrastructure concluded a few months ago
that [NSFBRAPC]:

What Is Cyberinfrastructure?

“a new age has dawned in scientific and engineering
research, pushed by continuing progress in
computing, information, and communication
technology, and pulled by the expanding complexity,
scope, and scale of today’s challenges. The capacity of
this technology has crossed thresholds that now make
possible a comprehensive “cyberinfrastructure” on
which to build new types of scientific and engineering
knowledge environments and organizations and to
pursue research in new ways and with increased
efficacy.”

Two recent studies provide some answers to the
question “What is cyberinfrastructure?” An excerpt
from President Bush’s “National Strategy to Secure
Cyberspace” released about two weeks before the
workshop, is reproduced below [WHPCR]:
“For the United States, the information technology
revolution quietly changed the way business
and government operate. Without a great deal
of thought about security, the Nation shifted the
control of essential processes in manufacturing,
utilities, banking, and communications to networked
computers. As a result, the cost of doing business
dropped and productivity skyrocketed. The trend
toward greater use of networked systems continues.

Workshop participants viewed cyberinfrastructure
as a layer between fundamental components and
applications, a layer that empowers the federation
of distributed resources, such as people, expertise,
computational tools and services, data, information
sensors, instruments, and actuators, to create virtual
organizations or teams that reduce constraints of
distance and time. Distance in this context could
be measured geographically, organizationally, or
in a disciplinary sense. Cyberinfrastructure was
seen as supporting commonality of use, enabling
interoperability, and encapsulating best practice,
providing easier, more cost-effective support
for a wide range of applications with specific
requirements and participants.

By 2003, our economy and national security became
fully dependent upon information technology and the
information infrastructure. A network of networks
directly supports the operation of all sectors of our
economy—energy (electric power, oil and gas),
transportation (rail, air, merchant marine), finance
and banking, information and telecommunications,
public health, emergency services, water, chemical,
defense industrial base, food, agriculture, and postal
and shipping. The reach of these computer networks
exceeds the bounds of cyberspace. They also control
physical objects such as electrical transformers,
trains, pipeline pumps, chemical vats, and radars.

The Engineering Directorate at NSF sponsored a
workshop on “Cyberinfrastructure for Engineering
Research and Education” (June 5 - 6, 2003). The
charter of that workshop was to determine “how
to best make investments that support the creation
and use of new cyberinfrastructure capabilities to
support engineering research and education over the
next decade.” Participants at that workshop arrived
at a similar definition of the cyberinfrastructure
and included large-scale shared instruments, such
as shake tables for seismic studies and the data sets
they generate as part of the cyberinfrastructure. The
boundary between the physical and virtual world
was the subject of some discussion at the La Jolla
workshop, and some participants wondered if the
notion of layers, which is commonly adopted in the
networking and Grid communities, can be recast
in a manner that more effectively incorporates the

Our Nation’s critical infrastructures are composed
of public and private institutions in the sectors of
agriculture, food, water, public health, emergency
services, government, defense industrial base,
information and telecommunications, energy,
transportation, banking and finance, chemicals
and hazardous materials, and postal and shipping.
Cyberspace is their nervous system—the control
system of our country. Cyberspace is composed of
hundreds of thousands of interconnected computers,
servers, routers, switches, and fiber optic cables that
allow our critical infrastructures to work. Thus, the
healthy functioning of cyberspace is essential to our
economy and our national security.”

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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3.2 Who Are First Responders and
Crisis Managers, and What Technology
Do They Need to Ensure Effective
Emergency Response?

role of sensors and actuators as extensions of the
cyberinfrastructure into the physical world. Some
commentators have also cited early adopters such
as the National Virtual Observatory (NVO), the
Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation
(NEES), the National Ecological Observatory
Network (NEON), the Biomedical Informatics
Research Network (BIRN), and the Extensible
Terascale Facility (ETF) as illustrative examples
of communities of users that have understood,
adopted, and then enriched the cyberinfrastructure.

3.2.1 First Responders
The term “first responder” usually refers to
individuals with training in emergency response,
such as firefighters, emergency medical technicians
(EMTs), paramedics, and police officers. The
technical background and training required to be a
firefighter, EMT, or police officer is specific to their
mission and short term (as little as one month for
EMTs and six months in the academy for police
officers). All responders to the scene are likely to
be under stress and possibly endanger themselves.
Therefore, the developers of new technology need
to provide the information first responders need to
make immediate decisions in the simplest usable
format since excess information or information that
is difficult to process or understand will hinder the
response.
The conditions under which emergency responders
operate pose additional challenges to the design of
technology. For example, equipment designed for
use by firefighters should be waterproof. It should
also be safe to operate in an explosive atmosphere,
for example, in the area of a natural gas leak. A
recent report [FEMA] estimates that, nationally,
firefighters have only enough two-way radios to
equip fewer than half the firefighters on any given
shift and that very few of those are waterproof or
safe to operate in an explosive atmosphere. For new
technology to be widely used, it also has to become
more affordable. Even in the wake of the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001, funding for the
nation’s firefighters and police has not expanded to
the point where they can all afford the best available
technology. Those designing the next generation of
technology could help the cause by making low cost
a design goal.

Image from a Disaster Drill

The emergence of cyberinfrastructure predates
efforts to define it. We continue to struggle to
describe and circumscribe this phenomenon
probably because it was not engineered
to predefined specifications. Instead, the
cyberinfrastructure evolved in an organic manner.
The scale and nature of this phenomenon likely
surprises even those that worked closely on creating
pieces of it. Because of its organic nature, evolution
of the cyberinfrastructure can be significantly
influenced by the manner in which it is used and
the support provided for particular enhancements.
Against this implicit backdrop and challenged by
Freeman’s opening comments asking the workshop
to “focus not on building the cyberinfrastructure
but on applying it,” the participants discussed how
cyberinfrastructure might be used to support the
needs of homeland security.

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security

The experience of first responders is a valuable
resource to those designing new technologies
for their use. Including first responders from the
initial stages of design to the deployment of new
technology is critical to developing the best possible
technology and assuring that that technology will be
adopted and used.
9
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3.2.2 Crisis Managers

communications channels to gain information
or communicate with each other. Therefore, the
information systems on which crisis managers rely
must be particularly robust and based on redundant
systems so that, if one component fails, another may
take its place.

The mission of crisis managers extends beyond
immediate response to events. Instead they are
responsible for managing a cycle of responsibilities
that includes preparation for emergencies, detection
of adverse events, emergency response, recovery,
and mitigation or prevention. Cyberinfrastructure
research and development could contribute
to advances in each of these phases of crisis
management.

Decisions in an emergency must be made quickly
and need to be based on accurate, current
information. Cyberinfrastructure for decision
support requires the ability to provide constant,
accurate updates. Real-time streaming video and
audio transmitted by responders or remote sensors
onsite would partly serve this need. In addition,
crisis managers may need access to information that
is normally proprietary (e.g., building plans) or that
is the domain of another government agency. For
that information to be rapidly available, policies and
procedures for sharing the information must be in
place prior to the emergency.

Because crisis management often extends from local
to regional, state, federal, and even international
purviews, coordination of information is essential.
During the response phase of a crisis, managers
at all levels need to coordinate information from
disparate sources to assess the situation and
decide how to allocate finite resources. Events
that require such a coordinated response tend to
cause widespread disruption, of the power grid,
for example. In addition, the cyberinfrastructure
itself may be damaged. Cables carrying Internet
and telephone transmissions may be cut; wireless
network transmission towers may be toppled. These
effects are often compounded as individuals inside
and outside of the affected areas flood existing

Finally, in the context of human factors research
in the use of technology for decision making in an
emergency, some information can be gained by
studying how crisis managers used technology
during an actual emergency after the event [HA].

California Office of Emergency Services, Sacramento, CA

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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3.3 What Unique Homeland Security
Applications Can Be Enabled
by the Right Cyberinfrastructure?

3.3.2 Syndromic Surveillance
Today, more than 90% of the nation’s medical
records are maintained on paper. This results in
numerous medical errors and inconsistent quality of
care. Current practice also relies on trained human
observers to pick out suspicious patterns of activity.
The islands of medical information that do exist
today are beset by the usual problems of one-of-akind systems.

Four key applications emerged from the discussions:
Ubiquitous Vision and Sensing; Syndromic
Surveillance; Information Integration, Sharing,
and Visualization; and Enabling the Ecology
of Virtual Organizations. These applications
represent capabilities within the cyberinfrastructure
framework critical to first responders.

There is a dire need for a comprehensive knowledgebased network of distributed interoperable systems
that can provide information to support sound
decisions about health when and where needed. If
fully implemented, such a system may rectify many
of the errors1 endemic to paper-based approaches.
Such a system may also help detect the effects
of a bioterrorism attack or a naturally occurring
epidemic very early by noting a pattern of only a
few anomalous cases that cluster within a short
time frame or geographic area [NCVHS]. Such
capability will save lives, and, by heading off a
larger catastrophe, conserve resources devoted to
emergency response.

3.3.1 Ubiquitous Vision and Sensing
Vision and, more generally, sensing are natural
ways of building situational awareness. In the
past, communities used human observers and
animal sentinels, and improvised devices to guard
themselves from threats. Today, technology can
help serve the same basic societal need in a more
comprehensive and cost-effective manner. Currently,
numerous camera networks and other missionspecific sensor are deployed in the field. But they
tend to be costly, limited in capabilities, and largely
not digitally networked. Consequently, much of the
data gathered is never analyzed, and very little of it
is used to build and develop long-term awareness of
physical spaces.

With some additional enhancements,
cyberinfrastructure is well poised to support
a national health information infrastructure.
Cyberinfrastructure provides many examples of
large-scale data organization, storage, retrieval,
and data mining. The distributed systems that
underpin the cyberinfrastructure could be scaled to
support health care applications. But to build public
confidence in the system, close attention will have
to be devoted to addressing a considerable number
of issues surrounding privacy, ethics, and the
physician-patient relationship.

There is much useful information that can be
created by fusing multi-sensorial data from
multiple audio, video, and other sensors with
archived information, such as aerial images. In
this context, as a crisis unfolds, it is critical to
systematically translate, transcribe, and correlate
these data, and incrementally update them in real
time. The ability to gather data for situational
awareness is likely to be enhanced dramatically
through the use of robots that are digitally tethered
to the cyberinfrastructure. By serving as mobile
extensions of the cyberinfrastructure, robots are
likely to significantly alter the acquisition and
delivery of information. They might also serve as
versatile actuators. Recognizing that persistent
networking, data archiving, processing, and analysis
are essential attributes of the cyberinfrastructure,
we conclude that ubiquitous vision and sensing
could represent a new large-scale application of the
cyberinfrastructure in support of homeland security.

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security

3.3.3 Information Integration,
Sharing, and Visualization
Situational awareness information is being
gathered by a diverse collection of entities.
Some organizations gather information over a
long period of time and maintain data sets of
extraordinary quality, resolution, and reliability.
The Institute of Medicine estimates that 44,000 to 88,000
preventable deaths occur every year due to poor medical
records, and the cost of medication errors is estimated
to be in excess of $76 billion/year.
1
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Yet, in spite of rapid advances in networking and
telecommunications, current policies, processes,
and systems do not allow communities that share
a common purpose or mission, such as crisis
response or rescue, to share data in a systematic
manner. Hurdles to overcome in this regard range
from organization-induced policy barriers to lack of
interoperability among the technical systems used
for sensing, processing, archiving, networking, and
display of data. Success in overcoming these hurdles
will elevate our capabilities in gathering, archiving,
and using data.

Even so, current approaches to visualization don’t
provide the tools and facilities to allow users from
multiple sectors to collaboratively assess, plan, and
execute their missions. There is a need to enhance
cyberinfrastructure with first responders’ decision
tools that support visualization of situational
awareness data in a manner that adapts itself to the
end viewer’s needs. Real-time analysis tools are also
needed to facilitate collaboration across multiple
sectors using different kinds of appliances.
3.3.4 Enabling the Ecology
of Virtual Organizations

A number of emerging developments point to
the potential role for cyberinfrastructure in this
regard. Data networks, such as the Internet, were
initially an overlay on the pre-existing circuitswitched world of telecommunications. During
the last decade, as cyberinfrastructure took root,
large segments of telecommunication systems
have morphed into a network whose core is IPbased. Systems that are now supported over core IP
networks include centrally managed cellular, land
line, and satellite-based networks as well as more
amorphous, but pervasive, wireless systems based
on unlicensed band. A handful of new initiatives
are underway that field an IP-resident, unified
infrastructure for accounting, authorization, and
authentication for multiple, commercially competing
air interface alternatives. This implies that diverse
telecommunication systems can now be bridged
easily over the cyberinfrastructure. In the world
of software systems, XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) has taken root as a common language
for data representation. Cyberinfrastructure now
stands poised to support rapid recomposition of
entire systems including the data sets they rely on,
and deliver it over the transport network of the
responder’s choice.

The last of the four applications is different from
the first three. Here the emphasis is on evolving
the cyberinfrastructure in a manner that allows
for recurring, large-scale drills that bring together
collaborators from multiple sectors to confront a
simulated threat. There is a history of conducting
disaster preparedness drills in real-world settings
with actors playing the roles of victims.
It is important to recognize that many of the
elements of control and the basis of decision making
will increasingly depend on cyberinfrastructure.
Rather than viewing cyberinfrastructure as
providing data to drive an external drill,
the idea here is to host the drill within the
cyberinfrastructure. Hence, there is a need to
build in mechanisms to virtually “cordon off” a
segment of the cyberinfrastructure to conduct these
cyberdrills. An added value that would accrue
from such exercises is training of the community
of users and creation of a new ecology of virtual
organizations. This community would generate
feedback that would help uncover unmet needs and
develop new practices.

For data and information to be used effectively in
decision support, it is necessary to visualize that
information. Advances in this area include wide
deployment of Access Grid sites over a 2-3 year
period beginning in 2000, an increase in the number
of virtual-reality CAVES in operation, etc. Getting
these capabilities in the hands of first responders
would make a tremendous difference.
Image from a Disaster Drill

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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4 Recommendations

Recommendations on Support Modalities
and Levels of Funding – New York Workshop
Grants to individuals and small-to-medium-sized groups

The findings, detailed in the last section, point
to new applications critical to homeland security
that cyberinfrastructure could support. What
measures are needed to make this happen?
These recommendations build on the previous
two workshops, in large measure through the
contributions of overlapping participants (Yigal
Arens, Ramesh Rao, et al). Before presenting the
recommendations developed at this workshop, we
summarize salient recommendations from the two
prior workshops that have already been presented
to NSF.

estimated at a funding level of between $20 million and $70
million annually for approximately 100 individuals and 40
small-to-medium sized groups.

Centers to bring together a diversity of participants from
across academic disciplines and institutions, government
sectors (federal, state, and local), communities, industry,
response agencies, and non-governmental organizations.
Centers would have the scope and duration to take the lead
in providing coordination and continuity, identifying strategic research and development directions, and developing
open architectures and standards. Full-time staff and access to
both the operational community and society at large would
enable the centers to develop, test, integrate, and evaluate
new capabilities in realistic settings. The centers could also
be expected to develop and house simulations, testbeds, and
knowledge clearinghouses for use by themselves and the
broader community, and to provide continuous education,
outreach, training, and transfer of technology to the full
panoply of relevant communities. It is essential for the
centers to not only incorporate key players from all relevant communities as central participants, but to reach out to
the broader membership of the communities outside their
doors. Two types of centers should be created: a relatively
large number of Focused Centers and a very small number of
National Centers:

At the New York workshop, participants focused
on understanding and developing new technical,
social, and policy requirements for responding
to unexpected events. They identified six
critical research directions, each encompassing
overlapping academic disciplines:
1. Infrastructure and Its Protection
2. Risk Analysis

Focused Centers would home in on particular

3. Organizational Response,
Support, and Integration

geographical areas, types of unexpected events, or classes of
technical or social issues. A number of such focused centers
already exists, but others need to be created. A focused
center would require $5 million to $10 million per year.

4. Policy, Jurisdiction, and Regulation

National Centers would encompass a menu of capabilities

5. Information Management

comparable to those provided by several focused centers;
however, they would also be uniquely responsible for the
largest-scale and most cross-cutting activities, coordinating
and integrating across the focused centers and individual/
group grants. They would establish partnerships to enable
sharing of resources, knowledge, and systems; develop largescale simulations, testbeds, and knowledge repositories, and
set research and development directions that integrate the
contributions of multiple focused centers and grants. They
would also coordinate education, training, outreach, and
technology transfer for the full range of stakeholders. Each
national center would require funding of $20 million to $30
million per year.

6. Networking and Communication
Recommendations on support modalities and levels
of funding were also presented. The grand total of
recommended support was $162-$460 million per
year. Details appear in the textbox.
The Arlington workshop “Identifying Needs and
Opportunities for Integrated Scientific Research
in Risk Analysis and Decision Making” arrived at
the following four conclusions:
1. Scientists working in numerous disciplines
have significantly advanced our capacity
for risk analysis and decision making during
recent decades.

decisions as much as they could be.
While there are interdisciplinary
communities that facilitate interactions
among subsets of decision and risk scholars,
there is a lack of integration across these
sub-communities.

2. The empirical findings and analytic tools
produced by decision and risk sciences are
not used in policy and other societal
Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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3. To advance basic science and increase
the utility of risk analysis and decision
science, it is necessary to foster interand multidisciplinary research that includes
engineering, information sciences, natural
sciences, and social sciences.

4.1

4.1.1 Facilitate in-situ Cyberinfrastructure Research
Cyberinfrastructure systems have evolved gradually
over the last three decades. Although they are now
beginning to be seen as an integral system, they were
largely created as a loose federation of specialized
systems for computing, storage, and visualization.
These systems gradually became enmeshed with
each other and with specially commissioned digital
libraries and other distributed repositories of data.
This then led to the birth of advanced search tools
for dynamic cataloging of the ever-growing corpus
of data.

4. An NSF initiative can facilitate
interdisciplinary research that will make
significant advances in risk management—
with a special emphasis on the challenges
associated with managing risk in a
democratic society.
In the rest of this section, we describe three
broad sets of recommendations developed at the
La Jolla workshop. The first set focuses on five
technical directions and approaches viewed as
critical to development of cyberinfrastructure
and its use in support of homeland security.
These recommendations elaborate on the
recommendations from the New York workshop.

Many societal systems, such as banking,
power, education, transportation, and law
enforcement are now reinventing themselves in
cyberinfrastructure. Yet, even as our dependence on
cyberinfrastructure grows daily, our understanding
of cyberinfrastructure as an entity remains very
grossly inadequate, especially in the context of
homeland security.

The second set of recommendations focuses on
approaches to bridging the chasm between the
researcher community and practitioners to ensure
that innovations are responsive to emergent needs.

What is the capacity of the current
cyberinfrastructure?
What regulatory mechanisms govern
its growth?

The third set focuses on mechanisms that might help
with technology exchange and transfer across the
various agencies that share a common interest in
homeland security.

What metrics might predict its health?
Cyberinfrastructure systems pose a particular
challenge in that their evolution occurs under
the influence of an uncontrollable and sometimes
unobservable set of temporal forces. Just as
with seismic studies and evolutionary biology,
a good deal of cyberinfrastructure research
will have to be conducted in situ. To make this
possible, we believe it is critical to instrument
cyberinfrastructure extensively to measure the
“state” of cyberinfrastructure at numerous levels
of abstraction, from packet flows to productivity
and trust enhancements. We must also continue
experimentation with new services, architectures,
protocols, and technologies while acknowledging
that these experiments will yield the most insight
when they are done in situ on the Grid. Such
experiments are likely to be difficult to design and
expensive to execute, so the national interest would
be best served if these systems are open.

The last recommendation addresses some of the
concerns aired at the Arlington workshop.

System Architecture Issues
1. Study cyberinfrastructure systems as an object of interest
a. Study how they scale and fail
b. Create public archives of data on cyberinfrastructure
2. Transition from component to systems research
a. Increase systems research in a major way
(more ITRs moving in this direction)
b. Continue innovation in high-end components,
not just use of commodity pieces
3. Build Grid systems for
a. Many people with short-time horizons
b. Few people with large data sets
4. Promote systems that are open

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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4.1.2 Promote Federation
of Heterogeneous Networks

Means to Study the Internet
1. Map the topology of routers using snapshots,
history, and archives
2. Extend topological maps to Internet hosts,
network access points, firewalls, and links
3. Annotate maps to understand vulnerabilities
4. Map software constructs such as ports, services,
and middleware

Early signs of abnormal activities are likely to be
observed over the new cyberinfrastructure. It is
therefore critical to develop advanced societal-scale
group communication systems that generalize the
notion of the emergency broadcast system.

Crisis management is a particularly demanding
application of cyberinfrastructure. During disasters,
parts of the cyberinfrastructure itself may be
damaged, and the rest of the infrastructure on which
the cyberinfrastructure depends, most notably
the electrical grid, may also fail. Systems used for
crisis management should have failsafe modes
of operation, and research is needed to identify
the critical features required for such emergency
management and find ways to provide it during an
emergency.

In recent years, as data-centric services have became
more dominant, wireless, wireline, cellular, and
decentralized networks have melded together in an
ad-hoc manner to sustain the demand for information
exchange ranging in scale from short bursts of SMS
messages to collaborative visualization of largescale data sets. Familiar design requirements, such
as scalability, self configuration, and robustness,
have to be re-engineered over a vastly more diverse
network that incorporates ultra-high-rate optical
core networks that interconnect frequency-agile,
interference-prone, software-defined, wireless access
networks with dense sensor array deployments.

At present, we don’t have a very good
understanding of how the Internet behaves under
crisis conditions [CSTB 2002b], in part because data
are not collected either during normal operation
or during system-taxing events. Furthermore,
data tends to be discarded quickly, within a few
months. Study of how cyberinfrastructure functions
as a system will require broader and deeper data
collection that emphasizes continuity, consistency,
and archiving of results. This work will need to find
and maintain a delicate balance among disclosure,
privacy, and security.

The rich interconnectivity between these networks
and the built-in self-healing mechanisms can
create large unexpected surges in traffic especially
after an unexpected event when large parts of the
infrastructure may have been destroyed or when
denial of service attacks are deliberately launched.
How do we architect networks to ensure readiness
and interoperability despite large-scale, possibly
coordinated attacks? Conversely, are there costeffective network architectures that can transform
themselves dynamically (by selecting alternative
forms of information representation or using
alternative protocols over an altered topology) to
cope with prevailing conditions in a secure manner?

Recommendation 1
[Facilitate in-situ Cyberinfrastructure Research]
NSF should facilitate systematic, Grid-based, in
situ research on cyberinfrastructure as an entity in
itself. This research should emphasize experimental
development of Grid-based, open systems and
ensure the collection, archiving, and sharing of data
at various levels of abstractions ranging from packet
flows to productivity enhancements.

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security

Networking Issues
1. Promote robust redundant networks
a. Adopt systems approach to integrating wireless,
optical, and copper networks
b. Use systems approach to network vulnerabilities
2. Promote new technology in optical and wireless networks
a. Work on interoperability of existing networks
b. Explore advanced concepts for large data sets
3. Develop systems for communication to public
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With the growing maturity and pervasiveness of
information networks, NSF should take a more
active position in funding research that examines
the interrelationship between social networking and
information networks. If cyberinfrastructure is to
help bring well knit communities of first responders
together, we must make certain that technology
innovations that help cope with rare events do
not disrupt the civic virtues that handle more
commonplace problems.

Remote Sensors, Robotics, and PDAs
1. Support development of new kinds of actuators/sensors/
robotic nodes (biological, chemical, explosive, wind data, etc.)
2. Address challenges in creating a densely instrumented world
a. Temporally and spatially dense sensornets in complex
obstructed environments
b. Local on-board and collaborative processing
c. In-line analysis of data streams, alerts, and decision support
with streaming video/audio for automated monitoring
d. Rapid deployment of ad-hoc infrastructure
3. Support robotic components
a. New sensors in inaccessible places
b Data mules
c. Delivering energy to remote sites
4. Use PDAs for initial damage estimates

Recommendation 2
[Promote Federation of Heterogeneous Networks]
NSF should promote experimental and theoretical
research to support dynamic interoperability of
highly diverse networks that federate special and
general-purpose networks and help develop new
societal-scale services over this richly connected
networking fabric.

A wide variety of new sensors could be useful
for crisis management. They include biological
sensors to detect harmful microorganisms, humans
trapped within debris, or blood oxygenation levels
through fingertip monitors; chemical sensors to
detect harmful agents, intentionally or accidentally
released, or explosive materials; monitoring
sensors to record local air flow or temperature; and
radiation sensors. Many of these are available,
but deployment of large numbers of sensors to
create temporally and spatially dense networks of
unmanned sensors will require improvements in
cost and durability.

4.1.3 Develop Sensor Network Infrastructure
Developing mobile and ad-hoc elements of the
distributed cyberinfrastructure offers particular
promise for responding to unexpected events.
Currently, we rely largely on human responders
using two-way radios. The development of a
distributed, ad-hoc, rapidly deployable and reconfigurable cyberinfrastructure will enable access
to locations too dangerous for or inaccessible to
humans.

The development of these sensors will require
interdisciplinary teams from chemistry, biology,
materials science, engineering, and computer science
to create low-cost, lightweight, low-power, remotely
recalibratable, rechargeable, mobile, field-deployable
sensors. The drive to lower the cost, weight, and
power consumption of the next generation of fielddeployable sensor networks will require much
closer exploration of design tradeoffs, including
the aggressive use of local and collaborative
computation and communication to support in-line
analysis of data streams.

Remote sensors will provide previously unavailable
views within disaster sites, providing a more
complete view of the scene and enabling a more
effective response. These remote sensors will
need to be networked, and some, if not all, sensor
networks will support mobile nodes for deployment
into dangerous and inaccessible areas. These robots
could function as self-positioning sensors that
deliver the sensing capability to needed locations.
They will need to be able to position themselves
optimally with respect to other sensors and to the
environment to sense and maintain communication
in rough terrain. They could also find pathways
through debris fields, deliver power to remote
sensors, or retrieve data. The robots used for
emergency response will need to be particularly
robust, able to withstand harsh physical conditions
in which power may not be readily available.
Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security

While the role and value of individual sensors is
reasonably well understood, the capabilities of
networks of sensors fail to match the sophistication
of networks of computers. Techniques need to
be developed to transform sensor networks from
today’s single-mission, stand-alone, stove pipe
systems to a more modern infrastructure that can be
upgraded incrementally and securely reprogrammed
in complex and rapidly changing environments.
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As sensor arrays become ubiquitous and information
systems proliferate, they will make available vast
amounts of data. The extraction of intelligence from
this corpus of data and presenting it in a useful
format to decision makers is quite a challenge.
Research activities needed in this context include
the use of probabilistic concepts to iteratively extract
useful information and intelligence from unreliable
data.

Data Sharing and Decision Support
1. Data shared across institutional stovepipes
a. Share regional data
b. Realize problems are institutional - not technological
c. Build trust relations between data silos
d. Develop fair use data rules
2. Networked decision support centers
a. Response management display systems
b. Usability of data visualization
c. Decision support software systems
3. Fusion and decision support
a. Cope with faulty information
b. Push updates to past decisions
c. Support intuitive and high-level interface
d. Include cognitive support
4. Usable with minimal training
a. Multilingual, possibly icon-based
b. Minimal literacy required
c. Better support for real-time information sharing,
integration, and collaboration across platforms

Recommendation 3
[Develop Sensor Network Infrastructure]
NSF should support interdisciplinary research
for the development of low-cost, light-weight,
low-power, rechargeable, remotely recalibratable,
mobile, field-deployable sensor networks. Special
emphasis should be placed on developing a modern
sensor network software infrastructure that can be
incrementally upgraded and securely reprogrammed
in complex and rapidly changing environments.

Data Sharing Principles and Policies
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dynamic policies based on need and strong authentication
Fast emergency access to disparate, proprietary databases
Limited outside access (press, other units, government)
Intergovernmental use, including international
(e.g., Seattle/Vancouver)
5. Cyberforensic support
a. Strong audit for
i. Abuse response
ii. Tracking decisions
b. Security and privacy
i. Encryption may not be needed
ii. Automated network security assessment tools needed
iii. Security relevant to a context and emergent behavior
between systems

4.1.4 Encourage Data Sharing,
Mining, and Analysis
Data sets often reside in silos that are isolated
from each other due to jurisdictional boundaries
or data format incompatibilities. Given the nature
of the threat to homeland security, regional, crossinstitutional data sharing is necessary.
The most important change required to
overcome these barriers is to build trust between
organizations. This will require the establishment
of rules for fair use of data, compensation for data
provided, indemnification of data providers, and
assurance that the act of sharing data will not result
in its corruption.

confidence in the people whose lives are likely to
be affected by these policies. Cyberforensic support
must be designed into the cyberinfrastructure for
abuse response and tracking the factors that led to
specific decisions.

Policies and procedures for sharing information
must be established prior to an emergency. Access
to sensitive databases could be on a contingency
basis, with authorization granted, or not, depending
on context.

Intuitive decision-support systems that require little
or no training to use will be invaluable to decision
makers operating under conditions of elevated stress
as well as groups drawn from multiple agencies. The
use of multilingual, possibly icon-based presentation
formats will be critical to the effective use of this
system.

Security and privacy concerns are likely to vary
dramatically during a crisis. Research is needed to
develop mechanisms that can flexibly provision
varying levels of security and privacy along with
provably enforceable safeguards that will inspire

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security

Data in an emergency can grow old quickly. Design
of decision-support systems will require means to
push updates to make users aware that they need
to re-evaluate the situation and system. Research on
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this topic will benefit from fielding of multi-sector
collaboration centers where advanced concepts can
be prototyped and user feedback carefully gathered.

challenging because of the distributed nature
of these systems and the decentralized control
and policy-setting mechanisms that govern the
cyberinfrastructure.

Recommendation 4
[Encourage Data Sharing, Mining, and Analysis]
NSF should encourage the development of fair
use rules and their implementation in support
of data sharing and data mining. Experimental
collaborative facilities to investigate data display
and provide algorithmic and architectural support
for cyberforensics should be supported.

The Design of Processes
– Charles Plott (Arlington Workshop)
Example 1: Faced with a threat of an individually directed
terrorist act, each agent can, at a cost, invest in erecting
deterrents that cannot prevent the terrorist act but make it
more costly. The effect is to shift the threat to the agent’s
neighbors who have not invested. The equilibrium outcome
is that all individuals invest. Each individual is forced to invest
up to the full economically feasible level of deterrence because
those who have invested the least will have the threat focused
on them. That is, the system adjusts such that the probability
of the terrorist attack goes up for those who have not invested
in deterrence. It is not hard to produce examples in which the
equilibrium result is that the threat to a given individual is the
same as it would be if no one had invested. In the end, the
investment in deterrence was a pure social waste. That is, the
individual responses, each of which were rational and well
calculated, led to no improvement in the risk exposure even
though the cost to the system might have been substantial.

4.1.5 Enhance Understanding
of Socio-Technical Systems
Technical and social factors interact to influence
outcomes, and these outcomes can only
be understood when social, psychological,
environmental, and technological systems are
assessed as a whole. This approach has become
known as the “socio-technical systems” perspective.
It recognizes that organizations are made up of
people (the social system), using tools, techniques,
and knowledge (the technical system) to produce
services for clients (the external environment). The
effectiveness of the socio-technical system depends
on how well the social and technical systems are
designed with respect to one another.

Example 2: Suppose each individual is connected to
another through a network. Suppose further that if one
individual “fails, gets infected, overloads, experiences error,
or bankrupts,” there is a high probability that the neighbors
will have the same experience. Consider a case in which, for
a small investment, an individual can prevent his system from
exporting problems, but such investment does nothing to
protect the individual from importing problems. Because of the
nature of the externality, such investments are not made, and
system performance itself is at risk as are any activities that
depend upon it.

At the Arlington workshop, Charles Plott [Plott]
discussed some of the challenges in developing
systems in support of homeland security. Excerpts
from the examples he presented at that workshop
are reproduced in the textbox. These examples
highlight the need to understand the larger
über-system that develops when a collection of
technologies and decision systems are deployed
and to ensure that the über-system itself is not
manipulated to inflict harm on our society.

Example 3: Suppose the agents in the network are engaging
in risky behavior, but the activities of one are necessary inputs
to the activities of neighbors. Each produces outputs that are
used as inputs by neighbors. Assume that, while the increased
intensity of output production involves increased profit for the
agent, it is also associated with an increased probability of the
agent’s system failure and resulting in no output at all. Thus,
each producer pushes the “local” system to a proper balancing
of risks and profit. However, if neighbors are unaware of
the risks taken by those on whom they depend, there is an
uninsured and unprotected exposure to the risk of catastrophic
system failure. In this case, there is a natural tendency of
network development to push itself until it fails completely.

During the last few decades, game theory has
been applied in a number of fields ranging from
economics to ad-hoc network design. Successful
use of this and other systemic approaches in
support of homeland security will require a careful
understanding of the couplings between the various
constituent socio-technical systems that interact
over the cyberinfrastructure. This is especially

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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The new technical directions and approaches
described in this section advocate continued
support for basic research that contributes to the
fundamental underpinning of R&D for homeland
security. This long-term focus must go hand in hand
with a commitment to the creation and fielding
of persistent systems that draw out and federate
innovations arising from ongoing or previously
funded long-term research projects. As elaborated
upon in the next section, the chief value of such
efforts will be the feedback that emerges from end
user communities when they use these functionally
complete systems. Such feedback can be the basis
of new design and research iterations and drive
refinement of the system to meet the specialized
needs of homeland security.

Excerpts from the Arlington Workshop Report
Susan Cutter, who participated in the Arlington, New York,
and La Jolla workshops, has opined that “currently, our
knowledge base is fragmented and insufficient to advance
our understanding of many key issues in risk or hazards
assessment. For example, the research communities are often
too focused on local social dynamics and impacts (post-event
qualitative case studies), or solely engaged in the development
of physically based models of the threat (where we can
determine it). What we lack is the conceptual and analytical
ability to integrate across these domains. Therefore, we need a
new approach or framework for gathering knowledge to guide
and advance risk, hazards and disasters research.”
Peter Szolovits expressed concern that the field appears
focused on “serving the needs of policy makers and analysts,
to the exclusion of those with line responsibilities either in
anticipation of or in response to disasters.” He advocates
a broader view of decision makers to include those “who
set policy in a relatively static world, where there is time to
do careful analyses, subject decisions to public and political
processes, and fine-tune them based on experience as well
as those that are ‘on-line’ in trying to anticipate, react to,
rescue the victims of, and restore infrastructure in the wake of
potential or actual disasters.”

Recommendation 5
[Enhance Understanding
of Socio-Technical Systems]
NSF should promote research to advance our
understanding of the couplings between the various
distributed and decentralized socio-technical
systems that interact over the cyberinfrastructure.

This is probably a much larger community, many of whose
members may not even know that they will play such roles
until a disaster happens.

will help to bridge the gap between the two
communities and keep researchers aware of the
true needs of their clients. It will also expose the
response community to cutting-edge technology,
making them more familiar with its use and its
possibilities.

4.2 Bridging the Chasm between
Research and Operations
Throughout the workshop, participants noted a
large cultural gap between the research community
and the operational community. This echoes
conclusions at the New York and Arlington
workshops. Excerpts from the Arlington workshop
report are reproduced in the textbox.

4.2.1 Establish Community-Based
Living Laboratories
If technology is to solve practical, real-life problems,
it must be tested during real-life activities that
incorporate the behaviors, policy, and data that
are likely to be encountered by the final system.
Therefore, to promote rapid development of the
technologies described above, there is a need for
test environments where experimental applications
can be prototyped, demonstrated, and tested under
realistic conditions. Living laboratories bring
together designers and end users of technology to
collaborate in development. Real, experimental
systems are deployed in real environments with
evaluation by end users. What is needed is rapid
prototyping cycles with users involved in each
iteration of system design.

Both Cutter and Szolovits advocate closer
collaboration among scholars and practitioners,
possibly in testbeds, to bridge the gap between
theory and practice. The most important way to
make this happen will be to include end users and
members of the operational community at all stages
in the design process.
Researchers are used to working with other
researchers and are largely unfamiliar with the
responder community. First responders, likewise, are
unfamiliar with the research community. Including
first responders such as police officers, firefighters,
paramedics, and EMTs in the development process
Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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“red-team” testing. This type of testing would train
end users, identify ways in which the system could
be improved, and gain the trust of the community
as the emergency procedures become more familiar.
Outreach activities should also be included to
convey lessons learned from these exercises to
other communities, particularly small and rural
jurisdictions that have few resources to develop
technology on their own. Outreach activities could
include sponsoring technology user groups for
first/initial responders, crisis managers, and system
administrators.

Bridging the Chasm between
Research and Operation
1. Community-based living laboratory
a. Real experimental systems with evaluation by end users
b. Rapid prototyping cycles with users involved
in each iteration
c. Monitoring large engineered physical systems
or environment
d. Incentive grants to groups of organizations that build
trial demonstration programs in key metropolitan
regions at high risk
2. Whole system training, simulation, and testing
a. Train as you use
b. Include red-team testing
c. Test to build public trust prior to use

Recommendation 6a
[Establish Living Labs]

How best can we help with the emergence of
these communities? Does it help to form these
communities based on shared use of a prototype
system? Who develops the prototype system?

NSF should help develop community-based living
labs to bridge the chasm between research and
operations. Social scientists should be strongly
encouraged, if not required, to be a part of the teams
that undertake research in homeland security.

Commercial interests can often pay for the
development of demos and prototypes to showcase
technical capabilities, while financial support to
uncover community needs may be just as critical but
harder to find.

Improving the nation’s ability to respond to
unexpected events will require long-term funding
commitments and establishment of durable research
and development centers with permanent staff to
support the mission. Developing community-based
living laboratories for homeland security will require
a long-term commitment. Designing for the next 3-5
years may simply result in patching fundamentally
incorrect systems.

It might be helpful for NSF to develop programs
that promote grass-roots-level collaboration and
coordination at the research sites. The goal would
be to provide a support structure and incentives
to individual PIs or research teams to create new
partnerships based on their local or regional
connections. Examples might include the creation
of an easy-to-access opportunity fund to conduct
collaborative workshops with multiple responder
communities or develop technology prototypes that
the responder community deploys during specific
drills. The main point here is that new collaborations
often occur unexpectedly when key individuals from
multiple agencies step out of their traditional roles
and rally around a common vision. Modest amounts
of support made available readily can help clarify
the vision, solidify the team, and make it possible for
the emergent team to develop a plan that can seek
long-term funding through other programs.

A recent report by the National Research Council
identified information-technology research
opportunities for support of homeland security
that extend out 10 years [BK]. NSF should convene
a large-scale study or fund research focused on
identifying best practices of agencies concerned
with national security and disaster response. Such a
study on the use and impact of technology will help
identify what practices can be transitioned to state
and local agencies and also identify the gaps unique
to local and regional agencies. Early experiments in
communities that lead to successful deployments of
cyberinfrastructure systems for homeland security
can serve as models for other communities.

Another purpose of living labs would be training.
By setting up a complete system, communities could
stage whole-system training in which everyone who
might be involved in responding to an unexpected
event would do a walkthrough and participate in

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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Recommendation 6b
[Uncover Best Practices]

is an example of an entity chartered with such a
coordinating role. NSF should participate in such
forums to ensure that long-term fundamental
research needs can be identified and promoted
within its own programs and the outcomes of
currently funded NSF programs and initiatives is
made known to other agencies.

NSF should support a study or fund research
whose focus is to uncover best practices of agencies
concerned with national security and disaster
response to help identify what practices can be
readily transitioned to state and local agencies and
also identify the gaps that are unique to local and
regional agencies.

Recommendation 7
[Facilitate New Partnerships]
NSF should play a lead role in facilitating new
partnerships among end users, technology
providers, and basic science researchers as well
as agencies concerned with national security and
disaster response to develop a consolidated scientific
agenda and a coordinated program funding plan
that can adequately serve the emerging need.

4.3 Facilitate New Partnerships
NSF has been funding cyberinfrastructure research
for a number of years. Cyberinfrastructure activities,
which have their roots in the computational sciences,
have evolved into a richer set of systems that have
a very strong community focus. NSF programs and
NSF-funded cyberinfrastructure researchers have
gradually built close working relationships with
local responders as a way to test their algorithms
against real data sets and validate their ideas in the
context of the real word. Witness, for example, the
COPLINK system [COPLINK] being used to track
fugitives suspected of involvement in serial criminal
activities.

Promoting Intellectual Property Exchange
Homeland security as an industry sector is relatively new so
only modest amounts of capital can be raised from the venture
investment community because of the difficulty of predicting
the demand for and anticipated revenues from the use of
these technologies. Therefore, it is likely that a larger portion
of the development of these technologies will have to take
place outside of the commercial sector, and smooth handling
of intellectual property rights will be critical to the creation of
new systems to support homeland security.

Systematic research in homeland security will
require sustained, persistent interactions among
the scientific community and the funding agencies.
Indeed, in addition to NSF, the National Institutes
of Health, agencies of the Department of Defense
including the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, the
Department of Homeland Security, and industry-led
consortia have emerged to address various aspects
of homeland security. First responder communities
and other regional agencies have also started to
organize themselves. DoD-funded labs and research
centers have much to offer, but homeland security
is different from battlefield operations, and local
agencies and first responders have to play a critical
role in helping define and prioritize their unique
needs.

Both inter-agency program coordination as well as grass-roots
deployment of functioning systems will likely require that the
federating entity acquire licenses to intellectual property from
the various institutions that hold title to these inventions.
Since the passage of the Bayh-Dole act, universities have
been marketing their intellectual property to the for-profit
private sector. We see a need for mechanisms for transfer of
technology to non-profit, cross-disciplinary research enterprises
that might then create derivative intellectual property. The
possibilities could include the promotion of open-source
style of sharing or the promotion of patent-management
organizations.
These issues were not discussed in detail at the workshop
and ought to be examined carefully. For example, it would
be interesting to study the extent to which universities
cross-license technologies to each other. Do universities
systematically make inventions available to researchers other
than the original inventors within their own organizations for
further refinement?

An effective partnership among these multiple
players can enable progress on the national
homeland security agenda even as each player
acts within the framework of its own charter. The
interagency Technical Support Working Group

Cyberinfrastucture Research for Homeland Security
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5 Summary
The recommendations emphasize investigative
approaches to improve our understanding of the
autonomous nature of cyberinfrastructure. The
ubiquity of cyberinfrastructure stems in large
measure from its reusability, so recommendations
for enhancement of the cyberinfrastructure were
all made within the framework of a reusable
infrastructure. To ensure sustained progress on
cyberinfrastructure research for homeland security,
recommendations were developed to couple basic
with applied research and conduct it in a setting
where ready feedback from first responders can
be obtained. Recommendations for sustained
coordination with other federal agencies and
industry groups were also developed.

The National Science Foundation sponsored a
workshop to examine how cyberinfrastructure
might be used to support America’s homeland
security needs. The workshop brought together 60
experts from computer science, engineering, and
social and behavioral sciences along with those
in crisis management and homeland security.
Insights were developed by examining the nature
of cyberinfrastructure as it stands, then focusing
on the outstanding needs of first responders and
crisis managers that could be enabled by the right
cyberinfrastructure. Seven recommendations were
articulated to help develop this system.

Picture of Workshop Attendees - February 27, 2003.
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7 Supplementary Material
7.1

7.1.2 National Science Foundation Sponsors
Larry Brandt is Program Manager for the research program
in Digital Government in the Computer and Information
Science and Engineering Directorate of NSF. That program was
developed to explore research and development opportunities in
government information services. He was an original member
of the management team for the NSF’s national supercomputer
centers program, which became known as Partnerships
for Advanced Computational Infrastructure. One of those
centers, the National Center for Supercomputing Applications,
developed the NCSA Mosaic suite of Internet clients and servers
that popularized the World Wide Web. The development
of Mosaic was funded by a group of federal agencies under
Brandt’s direction.

Workshop Attendees

7.1.1 Organizing Committee
Yigal Arens is Director of the Intelligent Systems Division of
the Information Sciences Institute at the University of Southern
California and Co-Director of the USC/Columbia University
Digital Government Research Center. He also directs the
new Center for Research on Unexpected Events at ISI. His
primary research interests are digital government, information
integration, planning in the domain of information servers,
knowledge representation, and human-machine communication.

Peter A. Freeman became Assistant Director for the Computer
and Information Science and Engineering Directorate at NSF
in May 2002. Previously, he was Professor and founding Dean
of the College of Computing since 1990 at Georgia Institute of
Technology where he also served as campus CIO for three years.
As Division Director for Computer and Computational Research
at NSF, he helped formulate the High-Performance Computing
and Communications Initiative of the federal government.

Ramesh Rao is Director of the UCSD Division of the California
Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology
and a Professor in the department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at UCSD. Rao holds the QUALCOMM Endowed
Chair in Telecommunications and Information Technology.
His research interests include architectures, protocols and
performance analysis of wireless, wire line, and photonic
networks for integrated multimedia services.

Valerie Gregg is Program Manager for the Digital Government
Program of the Computer and Information Science and
Engineering Directorate, NSF. Building on more than 20 years
working the U.S. Census Bureau, she managed development of
one of the earliest and most successful Web portals, fedstats.gov.

Frieder Seible is Dean of the Jacobs School of Engineering and
Eric and Johanna Reissner Professor of Applied Mechanics and
Structural Engineering at UCSD. He is an expert in seismic
design and retrofit of bridges to make them less vulnerable
in the event of an earthquake and an innovator in large-scale
structural testing.

Esin Gulari is Acting Assistant Director, Directorate for
Engineering at NSF. Prior to her appointment, she served a
year as Division Director of the Chemical and Transport System
Division. She was Chair of the Wayne State University Chemical
Engineering and Materials Science Department from 1993 to
2000.

Larry Smarr is Director of the California Institute for
Information Technology and Telecommunications and holds the
Harry E. Gruber Chair in Computer Science and Engineering at
UCSD. Smarr is a pioneer in prototyping national information
infrastructure to support academic research, governmental
functions, and industrial competitiveness. He was the
founding Director of the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications and of the National Computational Science
Alliance.
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Priscilla Nelson is Senior Advisor for the Directorate for
Engineering, NSF. Among her many areas of interest and
expertise are geotechnical, geological, and geoenvironmental
engineering, engineering for extreme events and natural disaster
mitigation, sensor technology and systems for civil engineering,
and risk-based performance assessment.
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7.1.3 Workshop Participants

Francine Berman is Director of the San Diego Supercomputer
Center and Professor of Computer Science and Engineering at
UCSD. Berman also directs the Grid Computing Laboratory
at UCSD. Her research interests over the last two decades
have focused on parallel and distributed computation, and,
in particular, the areas of programming environments, tools,
and models that support high-performance computing.
Berman’s current research focuses on the development of
performance-oriented software, models, and applications for
networked, heterogeneous, distributed resources, also known as
computational grids or metasystems.

Anthony Acampora is Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Jacobs School of Engineering, UCSD. He is
involved in wireless access research and education programs
focused on antennas and propagation, circuits, communication
theory, telecommunication networks, and multimedia
applications.
W. Richards Adrion is Professor of Computer Science and
Director of the Center for Research on Intelligent Complex
Computing Systems at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. He also co-directs Research in Presentation
Production for Learning Electronically and serves as Senior
Advisor to the Computer and Information Science and
Engineering Directorate of NSF. His research is in three areas:
analysis and verification of concurrent, real-time computing
systems; impact of instructional technology on teaching and
learning; and applications and models for technology transfer
and diffusion.

Joel S. Birnbaum is Senior Technical Advisor for the HewlettPackard Company (HP), reporting directly to the HP Chairman,
President, and CEO. His role is to help the company shape
its technology strategy and communicate this strategy to the
marketplace. Before becoming HP’s Senior Technical Advisor,
Birnbaum served as the company’s Chief Scientist. Prior to his
retirement in February 1999, he was Senior Vice President for
Research and Development and Director of HP Labs.

John Allison is Director of New Technology and Research for
the California Department of Transportation where he promotes
research and development for transportation technologies such
as improved emergency communications and deployment of
security devices on bridges and tunnels.

Alan Blatecky directs the National Middleware Initiative for
the National Science Foundation, which is developing the
foundation for the next generation of information technology
and cyberinfrastructure. He also co-directs the inter-agency
Middleware And Grid Infrastructure Coordination (MAGIC)
program group. In mid-April 2003, Blatecky joined the San
Diego Supercomputer Center as Executive Director.

Yigal Arens is Director of the Intelligent Systems Division of
the Information Sciences Institute at the University of Southern
California and Co-Director of the USC/Columbia University
Digital Government Research Center. He also directs the new
Center for Research on Unexpected Events at ISI. His primary
research interests have been digital government, information
integration, planning in the domain of information servers,
knowledge representation, and human-machine communication.

Daniel J. Blumenthal is Associate Director for the Center on
Multidisciplinary Optical Switching Technology and Professor
in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
at UC Santa Barbara. His research areas are in optical
communications, wavelength-division multiplexing, photonic
packet-switched and all-optical networks, all-optical wavelength
conversion, integrated photonic circuits, and nanophotonics.
He is a Co-Founder of Calient Networks, a manufacturer of
photonic switching systems.

Daniel E. Atkins is Professor in the School of Information
and the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science at the University of Michigan and Director of the
Alliance for Community Technology. In 1990, Atkins created
a research and development consortium to realize a prototype
of a “collaboratory,” a vision that links people, computerbased tools, electronic information, and facilities to support
remote, distributed intellectual teamwork. He is currently
Project Director of the NSF Space Physics and Aeronomy
Research Collaboratory and chaired the NSF Advisory
Committee for Cyberinfrastructure, which recently released
its report “Revolutionizing Science and Engineering through
Cyberinfrastructure” [Atkins].

Maxine D. Brown is Associate Director of the Electronic
Visualization Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Chicago,
responsible for the funding, documentation, and promotion of
its research activities. She is Co-Principal Investigator of the
NSF Science, Technology and Research Transit Access Point and
Euro-Link initiatives, which provide a persistent infrastructure
to facilitate the long-term interconnection and interoperability of
advanced international networking. She is also Project Manager
of the NSF OptIPuter project. Along with Tom DeFanti and
Bruce McCormick, she co-edited the NSF report “Visualization
in Scientific Computing.”

Joseph Bannister is Director of the Computer Networks
Division of the Information Sciences Institute and Research
Assistant Professor in the Electrical Engineering Systems
Department at the University of Southern California. His
technical interests are in high-speed and optical networking,
routing, network management and design, performance
evaluation, and protocol engineering.
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Randy Butler is Associate Director of Alliance Computational
Environment and Security for the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications where he is responsible for
center-wide computational security and building of the Grid
infrastructure among Alliance resources at a number of sites. He
is involved in a number of projects including Globus to develop
fundamental technologies needed to build computational grids,
NASA’s Information Power Grid, the Department of Energy’s
Next Generation Internet program, and NSF’s Next Generation
Internet - Public Key Infrastructure program.
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Thomas A. Dillon is Senior Vice President and Manager of
the Technology Analysis and Applications Group for Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC), which
performs research and development related to information
technology, disaster consequence management, applications of
environmental solutions in solar energy and water purification,
and electro-optic research. He has 30 years experience in
the management of research, technology development, and
advanced engineering.

Hsinchun Chen is Professor of Management Information
Systems at the University of Arizona and Founder and Director
of the Artificial Intelligence Lab, a group distinguished by its
adaptation and development of scalable and practical artificial
intelligence, neural networks, genetic algorithms, statistical
analysis, automatic indexing, and natural language processing
techniques. He is an expert in medical informatics, digital
libraries, and knowledge management.
Ann Chervenak is Assistant Professor in the College of
Engineering at Georgia Tech. She is currently on leave to the
Information Sciences Institute of the University of Southern
California. Her research concerns data and replica management
in Grid computing systems.

George T. Duncan is Professor of Statistics in the H. John Heinz
III School of Public Policy and Management and the Department
of Statistics at Carnegie Mellon University. His research work
centers on information technology and social accountability.
Deborah Estrin is Professor of Computer Science and Director
of the NSF-funded Center for Embedded Networked Sensing at
the University of California, Los Angeles. Much of her research
has focused on the design of network and routing protocols
for very large, global networks. Currently, she is developing
protocols and systems architectures needed to realize rapidly
deployable and robustly operating networks of many thousands
of physically embedded devices.

Mel Ciment provides consulting services to academia,
government, professional organizations, and industry. Upon
early retirement from NSF, he was awarded the Meritorious
Service Award for management of several of the most important
IT research programs, including the interagency HighPerformance Computing and Communications program.
Rick Clover is Associate Vice President for Health Affairs/
Health Informatics, Director of the Center for Public Health
Informatics, and Chair of Family and Community Medicine at
the University of Louisville. He is also working with Emergint,
an informatics company, to create a database system that will
normalize electronic medical records to reduce medical costs
and facilitate clinical and translational research.

Eric Frost is Associate Professor of Geological Sciences and
Director of the Visualization Lab at San Diego State University.
Ed Furtek is Associate Vice Chancellor of Science, Technology
and Policy at UCSD and Executive Director of the San Diego
Regional Network for Homeland Security.

Louise K. Comfort is Professor of Public and International
Affairs at the University of Pittsburgh. Her research focuses
on design and development of socio-technical systems that
use information technology to provide decision support
to practicing agencies. She is Principal Investigator for the
Interactive, Intelligent, Spatial Information System Project, an
interdisciplinary research project that draws on findings from
her study of rapidly evolving response systems in disaster
environments. She has done field research on organizational
response and information processes in disaster operations
following 15 earthquakes.

Theodore Glickman is Associate Professor of Management
Science in the School of Business and Public Management at
George Washington University. His areas of interest include
operations and information systems.
Steven M. Hare is Associate Vice President for Security and
Policy at Purdue University. He is responsible for raising
information security awareness through education and outreach
activities, providing direction for the investigation and use of
new security technologies, and delivering resources to enable
implementation of security products and best practices. He
is also involved in development of IT and security policies
and procedures, and facilitates collaboration with other
organizations to perform information security research.

Susan L. Cutter is Carolina Distinguished Professor of
Geography at the University of South Carolina and Director of
the Hazards Research Lab, a research and training center that
integrates geographical information processing techniques with
hazards analysis and management.

Ron Johnson is Vice President for Computing and
Communications and Vice Provost at the University of
Washington. He serves on the board of directors for the
Corporation for Education Network Initiatives in California and
on the Network Planning and Policy Advisory Council of the
University Corporation for Advanced Internet Development.

Thomas A. DeFanti is a Distinguished Professor in the
Department of Computer Science, University of Illinois
at Chicago. He also serves as Director of the Electronic
Visualization Laboratory and of the Software Technologies
Research Center. He is Principal Investigator of the NSF
Science, Technology and Research Transit Access Point and
Euro-Link initiatives to provide a persistent infrastructure
to facilitate long-term interconnection and interoperability
of advanced international networking. DeFanti is also CoPrincipal Investigator of the NSF OptIPuter project and the
NSF PACI Alliance. DeFanti is an expert in computer graphics,
visualization, and virtual reality.
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Robert E. Kahn is Chairman, CEO, and President of the
Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI), which
he founded in 1986 after a 13-year term at the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency. CNRI was created as a
not-for-profit organization to provide leadership and funding
for research and development of the national information
infrastructure. In recent work, Kahn has been developing the
concept of a digital object infrastructure as a key middleware
component of the National Information Infrastructure.
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Sidney Karin is Professor of Computer Science and Engineering
at UCSD. Karin is founding Director of both the San Diego
Supercomputer Center and the National Partnership for
Advanced Computational Infrastructure. His research
interests include high-performance computing, dataintensive computing, scientific visualization and interaction
environments, computer and network security, and networking.

Paul Rosenbloom is Professor in the Computer Science
Department and Associate Director of the Information Sciences
Institute, University of Southern California. Since 1998, his
focus has been on exploring and/or developing new directions,
such as blending entertainment and military simulation
technologies and expertise, virtual organizations consisting
of mixtures of people, agents, robots, and/or computational
resources, physically coupled webs, and responding to the
unexpected.

Aram Kevorkian is Chair of the Department of Defense HighPerformance Computing Metacomputing Working Group and
Outreach Coordinator for high-performance computing for the
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center in San Diego. He is
also a participant in the GridForum.

William Schneider, Jr. chairs the Defense Science Board,
U.S. Department of Defense. Schneider is also President of
International Planning Services, Inc., an international trade and
finance advisory firm, and an Adjunct Fellow of the Hudson
Institute. He is an economist and defense analyst who has
previously served the federal government as Chairman of the
President’s General Advisory Committee on Arms Control and
Disarmament (1987-1993) and as Under Secretary of State for
Security Assistance, Science and Technology (1982-1986).

Rick LeFaivre is Executive Director of the Jacobs School of
Engineering’s William J. von Leibig Center for Entrepreneurism
and Technology Advancement at UCSD. He has more than
30 years experience in computer technology research and
development, executive management, and entrepreneurial
experience, most recently as Co-Founder of San Diego-based
IdeaEdge Ventures.

Herbert Schorr is the Executive Director of the Information
Sciences Institute of the University of Southern California. Prior
to coming to USC, Dr. Schorr worked for IBM where he was
responsible for the introduction of advanced technology.

Bill Maheu is Assistant Chief of the San Diego Police
Department. Maheu has extensive experience coordinating
security efforts for large-scale events such as the super bowls in
1998 and 2003, and the 1996 Republican National Convention.

Carl R. Siel, Jr. is Director for Homeland Security for the Space
and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR), United
States Navy. Siel is responsible for development, integration,
and effective deployment of products, services, and capabilities
from the SPAWAR enterprise to address homeland security
requirements for the Navy as well as other services, federal
organizations, and state and local governments.

Robin McKinnon is a Research Fellow at the Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard University and has more than 10 years
professional experience in the information technology industry
in Silicon Valley and in Australia.
Michael McRobbie is Vice President for Information
Technology and Chief Information Officer responsible for
all information technology matters on all seven campuses of
Indiana University. He is also CEO of the Pervasive Technology
Laboratories and Chief Information Architect for the Indiana
Genomics Initiative.

Philip M. Smith is a partner in McGeary and Smith, consultants
on science and technology policy. He has been involved in
developing national and international science and technology
policy and programs since the 1950s. Smith was the Executive
Director of the National Research Council for 13 years and has
held senior positions in the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, the Office of Management and Budget, and
the National Science Foundation.

Sharad Mehrotra is Associate Professor in the Information and
Computer Science Department at UC Irvine. He specializes in
database management and distributed systems.

Harold W. Sorenson recently retired from the MITRE
Corporation where he was Senior Vice President and General
Manager. MITRE is a not-for-profit national resource that
provides systems engineering, research, development, and
information technology support to the government. He is now
working as a consultant.

Lynn Parnell is Director of the Department of Defense’s
distributed center for high-performance computing at the U.S.
Navy’s Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center in San Diego.
John Porter is a Research Assistant Professor in the Department
of Environmental Sciences at the University of Virginia and Data
Manager for the Virginia Coast Reserve Long-Term Ecological
Research Project.

Gene Spafford is Professor of Computer Sciences at Purdue
University where he also holds courtesy appointments as
Professor of Philosophy and of Communications. His research
interests are in the areas of information security, computer
crime investigation, and information ethics. Spafford directs
the Purdue Center for Education and Research in Information
Assurance and Security.

Peggy Ritchie is Deputy Director of the Border Research and
Technology Center, Office of Justice Programs, National Institute
of Corrections. Her areas of expertise include operational and
information technologies, strategic planning, and research.

Valerie E. Taylor is Chair of the Department of Computer
Science at Texas A&M University and Principal Investigator
of Education, Outreach, and Training for the Partnership for
Advanced Computational Infrastructure. Her research interests
include performance of parallel scientific applications, computer
architecture, and visual supercomputing environments.
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Janet Thot-Thompson is Associate Director for the Alliance
Center for Collaboration, Education, Science and Software of the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications and Acting
Executive Director of the Multi-Sector Crisis Management
Consortium. She has more than 30 years experience managing
technical and customer service organizations.
Mohan Trivedi is Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering and Director of the Computer Vision and Robotics
Research Laboratory at UCSD. He and his team are engaged
in a broad range of research studies, which include active
perception and novel machine vision systems, intelligent
(“smart”) environments, distributed video networks, and
intelligent systems.
Dave Warner is Director of the Institute for Interventional
Informatics, and Chief Information Officer, MindTel. His
research efforts focus on advanced instrumentation and new
methods of analysis that can be applied to evaluating human
function as it relates to human-computer interaction by
identifying methods and techniques that optimize information
flow between humans and computers.
James Watkins is Chief Information Officer of the California
Governor’s Office of Emergency Services. His responsibilities
involve oversight of geographic information systems, network
management, programming, application development,
and client support. His focus is on developing improved
information management tools to support emergency operations
in response to terrorism.
Linda Wells is associated with the Space and Naval Warfare
Systems Center in San Diego, part of the Space and Naval
Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR), United States Navy.
Bob Welty is Director of Homeland Security Projects at San
Diego State University.
Brent Woodworth is Worldwide Segment Manager of IBM’s
crisis response team. He has worked closely with business
leaders, elected officials, and heads of state throughout the
world in the development of improved risk identification,
disaster management, and global humanitarian relief services.
William Yasnoff is Senior Advisor, National Health Information
Infrastructure, Department of Health and Human Services.
Yasnoff provides expert advice and assistance on a variety of
medical informatics and health information technology issues.
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7.2

Workshop Program

The agenda for the workshop was as follows:
Tuesday, February 25th
6:00 PM

Reception

7:00 PM

Dinner, Yigal Arens will summarize
the report from the 2002 NSF Workshop
- Responding to the Unexpected

Wednesday, February 26th
8:15 AM

Continental Breakfast

9:00 AM

Welcoming Remarks: Larry Smarr,
Director, Calit2, and Professor,
Computer Science and Engineering,
Jacobs School of Engineering, UCSD

9:15 AM

Opening Address: Peter Freeman,
Assistant Director, Directorate for
Computer & Information Science
& Engineering

9:45 AM

First Responder Perspectives

10:45 AM Break
11:00 AM Panel Discussion: Mobile Infrastructure
12:00 PM Lunch: Remarks by Frieder Seible,
Interim Dean, JSOE, UCSD, and Esin
Gulari, Acting Assistant Director,
Directorate for Engineering, NSF
1:00 PM

Panel Discussion: Fixed Infrastructure

2:00 PM

Panel Discussion: Security

3:00 PM

Break

3:30 PM

Panel Discussion: Data/Grid

4:30 PM

Panel Discussion: Collaboration
and Decision Support

7:00 PM

Dinner

Thursday, February 27th
8:15 AM

Continental Breakfast

9:00 AM

Breakout Work Sessions

11:00 AM Wrap-up Panel Discussion
12:30 PM Lunch
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